
A Song for the Blue -

Loreto's Early

Uniforms

Cameos from the Archives

The only record that we have of Loreto’s early uniforms are photographs, brief comments

in the school magazines, and a precious ‘List of Requirements’ from around 1900. The list

is a treasure as it has cloth samples attached, so we can see the colour and type of cloth

used. The photographs are invaluable, of course, but are in black and white. It is

necessary to reimagine these black and white images into a colour filled world, where one

criticism of the uniforms was that they were too bright!

The first uniforms varied enormously as this was the period before the mass production

of clothes. Many students, or their mothers, would have made their school clothes.

A song for the Blue, the Royal Blue,

The dear old uniform tried and true,

That year after year appears;

‘Tis a royal treasure our bonnie Blue gown.

(‘Eucalyptus Blossoms’ Dec. 1891)

List of Uniform Requirements given to parents.



Cameos from the Archives

This is a dress worn by a student in 1876.

 

We assume that the colour was Loreto blue, as this

was a tradition brought from Ireland, but the styles

were very individual. By the 1880s, the dresses were

more standardised, although still varied in design.

 

c.1876 Uniform

c.1888 Uniform c.1895 Uniform
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A new uniform was introduced in

1899. They were “wild hyacinth” in

colour, cashmere with black poplin

yoke, collar and cuffs – later velvet. 
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c.1899 Uniform

c.1903 Uniform

By 1903 the uniform had changed

significantly, with a lace shawl

and colour and blouse and skirt.



Cameos from the Archives

The Summer uniform was lighter cloth and in 1901 included spotted blouses and

wide-brimmed hats.
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Photo from Honor Bell’s Album 1906 – Loreto College Ballarat Archives in which you can see

the spotted blouse.

For more on the history of Loreto uniforms see our website - HERE

https://loreto.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Uniforms-photos-compressed.pdf

